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Our custom learning solutions help financial services clients achieve their business goals 
and deliver significant results including:

Improving user readiness  
and competence for critical  

new systems at go-live

Going beyond “check  
the box” compliance training  

by helping employees embrace  
and execute mandates 

Helping managers and  
front-line employees become more 

sales and relationship-oriented

Increasing onboarding  
preparedness for new hires and  
cut-over readiness for mergers  

and acquisitions  

Developing key leadership  
skills in strategic thinking,  

coaching, influencing, inspiring, 
execution and more

Custom Learning Solutions

Diversified Finance
INDUSTRY BRIEF

General Dynamics IT partners with diversified financial services companies to help ensure their 
workforces are poised to succeed. Our custom learning solutions help commercial banks, investment 
banks, insurers, brokerages, investment companies, savings and loan institutions, and credit unions 
meet the challenges of rapid technology innovations, business process transformation, evolving 
and complex compliance requirements, and essential improvement of customer experience and 
relationship development. 
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Expanding Six Sigma Competence (Diversified Financial) 

Reinvented Six Sigma virtual instructor-led training (VILT) delivered 
noted improvements.

A new program developed by General Dynamics IT on the WebEx 
platform featured interactive strategies including content presentations, 
case study explanations, anecdote/story sharing, polls, knowledge 
checks and brainstorming.

Results

• Reduced the overall course duration from two weeks  
to 20 hours 

• Virtually eliminated travel-related training costs

• Improved course design, visuals and modularization

• Maximized learner flexibility and course access 

Streamlining and Improving Teller Training (Consumer Bank)

Migrated an instructor-led, teller training curriculum to an  
eLearning format.

Program topics addressed in the General Dynamics IT solution 
included New Teller System, Check Cashing, Balancing, IRA Deposits, 
Product Knowledge and other diverse subject matter.

Results

• Improved and standardized trainee performance

• Compressed training time by more than 33%

Maintaining Service Continuity (Insurance/Investment 
Management)

Captured institutional intelligence to facilitate service  
center relocation.

General Dynamics IT conducted a job task analysis and created 
procedural documentation for nearly 50 critical tasks to support  
the relocation.

Results

• Created easy-to-understand, instructionally-sound 
documentation of a complex process

• Ensured retention of key institutional knowledge and 
expertise, gained over 30 years

• Met very aggressive time and budget goals 

• Facilitated a phased function transfer with little or no 
impact to end customers

Teller Program Optimization (Consumer Bank)

Well-crafted blended learning curriculum delivered strong results.

General Dynamics IT delivered a solid needs assessment  
and performance analysis, resulting in an Association for Talent 
Development (ATD) award-winning program. 

Results

• Improved course completion rates from 10% to 90%

• Reduced training time by 33%

• Decreased average errors per 1,000 transactions by 24%

• Improved average net cash differences (end-of-day 
balance) by 24%

Process
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Supporting Sales Boost for Phone Bankers  
(Consumer Phone Bank)

Re-engineered call center curriculum helped in topping sales goals.

Using a blended learning approach including eLearning, facilitator-led 
sessions, collaborative group sessions and structured on-the-job 
training, General Dynamics IT helped a top 5 consumer bank re-invent 
its Sales and Service onboarding.

Results

• Reduced training time and associated costs by 33%

• Boosted daily core sales by 60%

• Increased sales close rate from 28% to 38%

• Improved call quality scores from 56% to 71%

Enhancing Product Knowledge (Consumer Bank)

Improved customer experience through updated learning resources

General Dynamics IT provided an eLearning and product knowledge 
bank solution for the client. The tools enabled the bank to develop 
closer, more complete relationships with their customers.

Results

• Ensured banker proficiency in a full range of the bank’s 
products (instead of selling only what they know best)

• Improved identification, understanding and meeting of 
customer needs

• Provided just-in-time access to key product information to 
ultimately match the right products to the right customers

Trust Advisory Assessment for Testing and Improving 
Knowledge (Industry Association)

Created a powerful interactive client simulation for wealth advisors.

The General Dynamics IT solution allowed wealth advisors to test 
their skills and knowledge in providing high-net-worth clients with fully 
integrative and tailored financial solutions. The web-based prescriptive 
assessment indicated individual strengths and weaknesses and 
served as a planning aid for additional training and mentoring.

Results

• Measured competence for Financial Planning, Tax 
Planning, Estate Planning and Retirement Planning

• Provided a “safe” environment to practice and learn before 
“going live” in actual client situations

• Utilized realistic client scenarios for a high-impact learning 
experience with immediate feedback

Supporting Growth through Financial Education and 
Marketing (Consumer Bank)

Partnered with client marketing group to expand banking 
relationships through targeted educational tools.

General Dynamics IT custom-developed educational seminars 
consisting of instructor guides, infographic handouts and 
“edutainment” videos delivered an instructional message in an 
entertaining way. Topics include The Importance of Saving, Wise  
Use of Credit and Protecting Yourself from Identity Theft – among  
a dozen other titles.

Results

• Facilitated participation by over 50,000 attendees

• Improved presentation consistency and confidence of 
novice facilitators

• Provided branded, educationally-rich information to 
consumers

• Achieved a notable increase in revenue attributed to the 
improved education

Sales /Customer 
Experience 
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CRM Implementation Supporting Business Development 
(Private Bank)

Helped expand private banking business relationships.

General Dynamics IT’s client implemented a new CRM system to 
enable employees to better manage their book of business. The 
implemented eLearning training solution went beyond system use  
to include tools for better understanding how to expand business. 

Results

• Bolstered user confidence and full feature  
utilization

• Reduced administrative costs and “out-of-office”  
training time

Bank-wide Technology Rollout Supporting Learning  
and Selling (Diversified Financial)

Instilling user confidence and competence in support of company’s 
largest ever system rollout.

General Dynamics IT developed a robust conversion web site with 
system-related information, LMS functionality, feedback features, 
surveys and results reporting, and a performance support system 
along with on- and off-line training/system simulations for pre- and 
post-conversion.

Results

• Rolled out to 1,500 branches (12,000 employees)  
and 800 contact center employees

• Maximized go-live readiness

• Enabled improved customer experience and more 
effective products and services cross-selling

Accelerating Speed to Launch (Online Banking  
System Developer)

New loan processing system training delivered previously 
unattainable results.

General Dynamics IT created a customer eLearning program that 
enabled the financial data services provider to successfully launch its 
new loan processing system. 

Results

• Enabled 180 banks to receive training in 18 months  
versus the 10 years it would have taken using the 
previously developed instructor-led course

• Met management goals of improving marketability  
and reducing courseware production time from five 
months to three months

• Eliminated end-customer costs associated with traveling 
to regional training facilities

Realizing System Efficiencies (Business Bank)

Prepared account management teams for success in using a new 
application.

A leading international bank merged a number of business 
applications under one umbrella and sought an eLearning solution  
to streamline the rollout.

Results

• Reduced the learning curve and empowered bank 
employees to manage their own learning needs

• Compressed the timeframe from frozen code to  
user competency

• Minimized “the fear factor” and avoided costly errors  
and downtime

System
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Refreshing Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Training Course 
(Investment Management)

Reinforced situational concepts and behaviors with innovative 
learning strategy.

To strengthen a client’s AML refresher training, General Dynamics IT 
created a course employing an engaging story based on a fictitious 
Ponzi scheme with factual scenarios, each with a related exercise.

Results

• Supported distinct perspectives of different target 
audiences and decision-based exercises

• Reinforced key AML concepts such as recognizing and 
reporting suspicious activity

• Presented immersive scenarios to improve learner 
engagement and helped clarify when and how money 
laundering occurs 

Bolstering Information Security (Diversified Financial)

Learning solution standardized comprehension of the handling  
and security of information.

To help its client strengthen its information security practices,  
General Dynamics IT developed an Information Security Certification 
and Monitoring Process eLearning solution. 

Results

• Stronger learner understanding of the Certification 
Process flow between Information Security and various 
role players within the organization

• Increased understanding of how to identify the 
responsibilities of the various role players and the use of 
Monitoring and Certification Reports

• Greater, more consistent levels of IT security best 
practices achieved

Maintaining Consumer Privacy (Diversified Financial)

Helped client going beyond policy mandates in demonstrating 
industry leadership.

General Dynamics IT educated a financial institution’s employees 
on the company’s Privacy Policy, developing an eLearning course 
identifying employee responsibilities and policy implementation 
requirements to address the risks of non-compliance.

Results

• Trained employees in effective communication to 
customers of their rights and options under the consumer 
privacy policy

• Surpassed the requirements of federal compliance

• Helped established a corporate culture of consumer 
privacy awareness

Achieving International Compliance (Insurance/Investment 
Management)

Provided business-critical AML knowledge and skills to a  
global audience.

To help the client keeps its global audiences engaged, General 
Dynamics IT updated the look and feel of the organization’s program, 
created new scenarios and re-sequenced content to produce a 
streamlined course for three distinct audiences. The resultant  
course, which led to further work for the client, was translated into  
17 languages and featured a valid and reliable test-out option.

Results

• Met the desired goal of a complete course makeover

• Achieved very aggressive global rollout timelines, with 
improved learner experience

Compliance
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Assessing Top Bench Strength (Investment Management)

Leadership strengths profile leveraged for key intelligence for  
global investment firm.

General Dynamics IT implemented an assessment-based program  
to help its client gain objective insights about their executives and  
high potentials relating to important global leadership attributes,  
using General Dynamics IT’s Campbell™ Leadership Index (CLI®)  
to assess leaders.

Results

• Gleaned valuable intelligence at both the firm and 
individual levels

• Pinpointed opportunities for individual development 
planning 

• Better capitalized on cross-organizational competencies 
and areas for improvement

Leadership Development 

Coaching for Success (Consumer Bank)

Helped branch financial consultants achieve their peak 
performance.

A top U.S. bank sought to improve coaching skills of branch 
management staff. General Dynamics IT created a robust  
instructor-led training program to meet the goal.

Results

• Built six critical coaching skills for success for branch 
managers

• Developed understanding of the difference between 
effective and ineffective coaching and when and how to 
use proactive vs. responsive coaching

• Developed credibility and built trust

• Better positioned staff for growth opportunities

• Delivered an improved customer experience

Driving Competency Attainment (Diversified Financial)

Helped instill performance excellence across 10 key competencies.

General Dynamics IT developed a full curriculum to address a bank’s 
Performance Excellence Framework competencies. The instructor-led 
program consisted of 10 eight-hour workshops broken into four two-
hour modules covering topics including Building Understanding and 
Trust, Inspiring Others and Influencing, among many others. 

Results

• Maximized flexibility to enable leaders to focus on  
under-performing competencies and impart a more 
enriching learning experience

• Provided the learning and behavioral substance needed 
for competency fulfillment
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Deploying High-Impact Leadership Development  
(Diversified Financial)

Infusing desired leadership behaviors through company culture.

A Fortune 500 client sought to communicate, reinforce and model 
desired behaviors associated with its leadership competencies. 
General Dynamics IT delivered a microlearning solution featuring 
highly contextualized video vignettes on “lessons in leadership”.  
The program leveraged the power of storytelling and concise and 
targeted messaging of the videos.

Results

• Fostered an understanding, adoption and application of 
desired leadership behaviors

• Served as a powerful coaching, modeling and leadership 
development tool across the organization

About General Dynamics Information Technology
As a trusted systems integrator for more than 50 years, General Dynamics Information Technology provides information technology (IT), systems engineering, professional services 
and simulation and training to customers in the defense, federal civilian government, health, homeland security, intelligence, state and local government and commercial sectors. 
Headquartered in Fairfax, Va., with major offices worldwide, the company delivers IT enterprise solutions, manages large-scale, mission-critical IT programs and provides mission 
support services. General Dynamics Information Technology is one of two business units that comprises the General Dynamics Information Systems and Technology business group.

“The General Dynamics IT solution 
enabled the bank to develop  

closer, more complete relationships 
with their customers, and ensured  
banker proficiency in a full range  

of the bank’s products.”

Leadership Development (Continued)


